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interim report on LTY-N-2 (LOON)

program from I March 1949 to

I September 1951

summary

,,-This report covers the progress of the LTV-N-2 (LOON) test program from

1 March 1949 to 1 September 1951. During this period, 46 LOON missiles

were launched from shore launchers, 38 from submarines, and 3 from the

USS NORTON SOUND. Significant progress was made in accomplishing the
objectives of the assigned problem details. Completed problem details
include tests of the quick-detachable electronics nose mount, dual- and
single-JATO launchings, assistance to the NORTON SOUND, tests of the Summers

gyro servo control system, acceptance checks of contractor-modified missiles,
and Radioplane Recovery System tests.(

Significant accomplishments during this period were the successful use
of a Marine Guidance Computer, development of a promising radar guidance
system, successful use of single-JATO launching sleds, flights with live
warheads, a pulsejet-powered flight to an altitude of 12,500 feet, develop-
ment and tests of a warhead-blowoff method of flight termination, and use
of the missile as an antiaircraft target during fleet exercises.

Technical development of the radar guidance system was accomplished by
Navy Electronics Laboratory. NA*,jTC performed ground and flight tests and
co-ordinated the application of the system with LOON requirements.

From the results of the test program, it is concluded (1) that the
quick-detachable nose mount has desirable features which should be incorpo-
rated in future missiles, (2) that single-JATO launching sleds are superior
to four-JATO or dual-JATO sleds, (3) that zero-length launchings should be
avoided if possible, (4) that tests of the McDonnell altitude-compensated
fuel meter should be continued, and (5) that turbojet tests should be
continued.

Ar, analysis of component and missile reliability indicated that there
was no significant change over that reported in reference 11. This fact
led to the conclusion that the practical limit of the reliability of the
missile with its present components has been reached. Newly manufactured
or redesigned components would undoubtedly increase the reliability.

.- , -)



Introduction

The LOON program, directed toward naval application of the World War 11
German V-1 missile (Buzz Bomb), was established in 1944. Upon the recommen-

.d4atlon of the Bureau of Aeronautics, and with the approval of the Chief of
'Naval Operations, it was planned to launch the JB-2 (Air Forte copy of the
O-tman V--I missile) from aircraft carriers against targets in the Japanese
Empire. However, the war ended before the program had progressed beyond
the developmental stage.

The initial program was conducted under the authority of directives
that established the following two projects:

1. TED MTC PA-$01.
(TED NAM 1837)*
Established on 26 December 1944 for the purpose of investigating the

use of the JB-2 Flying Bomb from a CVE-class aircraft carrier.

2. TED MTC EL-302
(TED NAM 31396 and TED PAU 3101)*
Established on 6 August 1945 for the purpose of conducting tests of the

electronic systems of the missile. The primary purpose of this project was
ýto increase the accuracy of the missile by tracking it in flight with radar
and controlling its course by means of a remote radio transmitter.

After the war the JB-2 was redesignated the RGW-l (LOON). However, the
program was still devoted to tests that would result in the development of
a-missile which could be launched from the decks of the naval ships. On 27
May 1946 the missile designation was again changed to IKUW-1 and the missile
was reclassified from a "service craft to a testing craft for various
components of other P/A."

From 27 Ma:, 1946 to 23 August 1950, the LOOW test program was devoted
exclusively to testing and improving existing or new components. A parallel
program was devoted to training fleet personnel and perfecting missile
handling and launching techniques aboard submarines. The missile designation
was changed to LTV-2 on 30 July 1947 and to LTV-N-2 in April 1948. During
this period pro,,ects TED MTC PA-501 and TED MTC n-302 remained in effect
but were rev;sed occasionally by the addition or deletion of certain details.
The following additional projects, which further modified or augmented the
existing test program, were established:

1i TED MTC PA 501.1
(TED PAU 1801.1)*
Established on 17 September 1946 to conduct "experimental rocket-type

launchings of the RUW-1 for the purpose of obtaining launching data and
training personnel, leading to the launching of the KUW-1 from a submarine."
In conjunction with this project, the Chief of Naval Operations directed

These designations were used prior to the establishment of MTC designations.
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that a fleet-type submarine be converted to an experimental bombardment

t-.., for the launching of guided missiles.

2. TED MTC EL-301
Established on 13 November 1946 for the purpose of evaluating the

Summers gyro servo control system in the LOON. The primary purpose of this
project was to provide a greater degree of contrQllability during launching
and greeter maneuverability during the mid-course phase of flight. This
was to be accomplished in part by modification of the LOON to incorporate

aileron roll control in lieu of rudder control.

3. TED MTC AR-2301
Established on 8 March 1948 for the "development of a destructor system

for severing the wings of the LOON in order to improve the terminal tra-
jectory of the missile."

4. TED UTC 502.1
Established on 31 August 1948 for the purpose of equipping LOON missil,'s

with smoke generating units for use as antiaircraft targets for fleet
exercises.

5. TED MTC PA-501.3
Established on 7 January 1949, for the purpose of providing technical

and material assistance during the launching of LOON missiles from the

USS NORTON SOUND.

6. TED MTC AE-525001
Established on 17 January 1949 for the purpose of conducting flight

tests and evaluation of various types of equipment and systems intended for
the recovery of pilotless aircraft and pilotless aircraft components
detached or ejected in flight. The Bureau of Aeronautics assigned four

LOONs to this program on 8 January 1950.

7. TED MTC GM-209
Established on 1 March 1949 for the purpose of providing for LOON

flight testing in connection with components improvements, launching, tests
which cannot be performed by operational training vessel3 without the
technical assistance of NAMTC, and special tests required by competent
authorities. This directive terminated projects TED MTC PA-501, 501.1, and
502.1.

8. TED MTC DE-302.3
Established on 1 March 1950 for the purpose of developing facilities

and techniques required to obtain aerodynamic data from free-flight tests

of the LOON missile.

9. TED MTC EL-302.1
Established on 29 May 1950 for the purpose of evaluating the AN/ASQ-5

infrared homing equipment in LOON during flights to determine the suitability
of this systam for possible future use in ship-to-surface guided missiles.

I-3



In' August 1950 the general aspect of the LOON test program was, changed

by a series of directives from the Chief of Naval Operations and the 'ureau

of Aeronautics. On 23 August the Chief of Naval Operations, by reference

1. directed that a reserve of 25 LTV-N-2 (LOON) missiles be established at

NAMTC Point Mugu "to provide for operational contingencies until improved

guided missiles are available-for fleet use.' On 30 August the Bureau of

Aeronautics directed, by reference 2, that "any LOON's launched hereafter

should have in their flight plan only objectives which contribute directly

to-the improvement of the LOON as an operational weapon." On 30 August, by

the promulgation of reference 3, the Chief of Naval Operations directed

that the Bureau of Ships and the Bureau of Aeronautics co-ordinate efforts

to develop and test an improved command guidance system which would employ

radar coding principles and be suitable for use with submarine launched
-missiles.

In conformance with these directives, projects TEp kTCGM-209 and
TED MTC EL-302 were revised. Revised project TED MTC GM-209 ) .spromulgated,
by reference 4, on 8 December 1950. It directed that the LOON program be

devoted to the following specific details:

1. Modification of 25 missiles for assignment to the reserve pool.

2. Tests of improved launching systems and associated components. The
emphasis was to be placed on the perfection of single-JATO launching

techniques and their adaptation to launchings from submarines.

3. Testa of the armament, components of the LOON.

4. Tests of electronic components and systems as outlined in projects

TED MTC EL-301 and TED MTC EL-302.

existing 21-inch pulsejet engine and tests on the Westinghouse J-30 and the

Ranger J-44 turbojet engines.

6. Tests to improve the predictability of the terminal trajectory of the

missile.

7. Technical assistance to, and support of, fleet training and evaluation

programs using LOON missiles.

The directive that revised Project TED MTC EL-302 was promulgated by

reference 5, on 7 March 195,1. It established the following specific problem"
details:

1. Provision of consultive services to the Navy Electronics Laboratory and
contractors during the development of the new command guidance system.

2. Continued testing and development of~quick-detachable nose mount for
electronic components.



3. Development and test of an improved S-band radar 3eacon.

4. Tests of the AN/DPN-17, an improved radar tran!ýponder beacon that was
designed to replace the AN/APN-33 radar beacon.

Several additional programs and projects were •tablished to support
project TED MTC GM-209. Project TED MTC PP-222 was established by reference
6 on 6 December 1950 for the purpose of determining the ability of the J-30
turbojet engine to withstand the launching accelerations which occur during
LOON JATO launchings. On 8 January 1951, reference 7 extended the scope of
project TED MTC PP-222 to include the J-44 turbojet engine. Project TED
ADC GM-209 was estoblished on 27 December 1950 by reference 8 to complete
the development of LOON single-JATO launching equipment. This project also
directed that 10 single-JATO launching sleds be manufactured by the Naval
Air Development Center for tests at NAMTC.

Several miscellaneous assignments that were not a part of the actual
test program were administered by LOON project personnel. They were
directly related to the LOON missile and should be mentioned in this report.
(1) In June 1949 a contract (reference 9) for the modification of 50 LTV-N-2
(LOON) missiles was awarded to the Marquardt Aircraft Company. The contract
was modified Ly change order "0' in June 1950 to include an additional 27

missiles. Project personnel were charged with the responsibility of
assisting the contractor in setting up a modification facility. Instruction

to Marquardt employees and general assistance in setting up test equipment

were to be provided. Acceptance tests of all modified missiles were to be

conducted by NAMTC. (2) After the promulgation of the series of letters of
August 1950, it was believed advisable to procure a complete set of up-to-

date LTV-N-2 (LOON) drawings which coul be supplied to any prospective
manufacturer of the missile, LOON project personnel were assigned the task
of drawing up specifications for and technically administering such a
contract. The cortract was awarded to D & R Ltd., Santa Iarbara, California

in june 1951.

Previous progress reports have been issued (references 10 and 11) and
should be consulted if a more detailed history of the earlier phases of the
program are desired& This report covers the progress of the LOON program
from 1 March 1949 to 1 September 1551, Auring this period a total of 46
LTV-N-2 (LOON) missiles were launched from shore launchers, 38 from sub-
marines, and 3 from the USS NORTON SOUND.

configuration

MISSILE

The LTV-N-2 is an American-made copy of the German V-1 missile (Buzz
Bomb), as manufactured in 1944 and 1945 under the direction of the U. S. Air
Force. It is a pilotless conventional mid-wing monoplane powered by a

m 5
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21-inch pulsejet engine mounted above the rear section of the fuselage. It
lacks ailerons but incorporates conventional elevator and rudder control.
The characteristics of the missile with standard equipment installed are as
follows:

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

GROSS WEIGHT 5025 LBS.
LENGTH 27 FEET 1 1/16 INCHES
WING SPAN 17 FEET 8 1/8 INCHES
WING AREA 60.7 SQUARE FEET
WING LOADING 82.8 LBS/SQUARE FOOT

L• PERFORMANCE (AVERAGE)

MAXIMUM SPEED (6,000 FEET ALTITUDE) 400 MILES/MOUR
M•AIMUM RATE OF CLIMB (SEA LEVEL) 800 cEET/MINUTE
SPEED 'N A CLIMB (OPTIMUM) 240 MILES/HOUR
SERVICE CEILING 6,000 FEET
RANGE 140 STATUTE MILES

Figure I is a photograph of the missile end figure 2 is a cutaway view
showing the general arrangement of the major components in the standard

configuration.

LAUNCHZNG DEVZCES

Two general methods are used to launch the LTV-N-2 (LOON) missile. In
the catapult method, which was used exclusively during the early stages of

Sthe program, the missile is accelerated to flying speed before it leaves
the launching device. In the JATO method, which has practically replaced

* the catapult method, the missile is accelerated to flying speed with the

aid of one or more JATO units.- There are two variations of the JATO
-launching method. One provides a short-length launching, and the other a
zero-length launching. A short.length launching is achieved by aligning
the JATO thrust vector 4o that the TATO sled slippers travel along the
launcher rails. A zero-length launching is achieved

thrust vector so that the JATO sled sliplers leave the launching rails
without any travel along the rails.

All catapult and booster launchers are equipped with a gasoline drip
pan, which is located under the end of the pulsejet-engine tail pipe. A
remotely-operated CO2 smothering system is provided as a safety precaution.
The outlet of the system is supported by the gasoline drip pan and is
directed into the pulsejet tail pipe. The shore JATO launchers and the
USS CUSI launcher are equipped with remotely-controlled water-deluge systems
which spray the JATO units and the base of the launcher in the event a fire
-occurs in the missile prior to l3unching.

t8
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Shore Installations

(1) XMI-1 Catapult

The XMI-l catapult is a multiple-cartridge, slotted cylinder type
of launcher in which smokeless powder charges are used as a propellant.
The LTV-N-2, the launching sled, and catapult piston are accelerated to
an ave.age end speed of 217 knots after a 150-foot run. The sled and
piston drop from the missile immediately after clearing the catapult.
The entire catapult structure is of aluminum alloy and steel and weighs
approximately 33,000 pounds. The catapult is mounted in a horizontal
position. Figure 3 shows the LOON mounted for launching on an XMI- type
catapult. The catapult is built in 10 sections. The sections, which
do not contain powder chambers, are interchangeable. The end speed of the
catapult may be altered by varying the powder charge in the seven cartridge
chambers. Experience obtained from a number of launchings has established
a standard powder loading of 32 sticks in the No. 1 electric cartridge
chamber and 58 sticks in each of the 6 remaining flash-ignited cartridge
chambers.

The missile is ;' ced on the catapult on an inclined launching sled
in order to give the LOON the proper angle of attack immediately after
launching. Launching sleds that incline the longitudinal axis of the
missile 30, 60, or 80 above the horizontal, are available for use.

Complete information on the XMl-type catapult is contained in
reference 12.

(2) Rolling Ramp

The rolling ramp is a three-rail ramp designed for simulated ship-
board launchings of the LTV-N-2 (1AQN). The over-all length of the ramp is
90 feet. The forward 50-foot portion of the ramp, actually utilized during
a launching, is inclined 60 above the horizontal. The remaining 40-foot
portion is horizontal, corresponding to that section which would be covered
by a hanger in a submarine installation. Figure 4 shows the LOON on the

launcher.

Thh entire structure may be made to oscillate in roll at amplitudes
of So to 150 from top dead center at periods of 6 seconds to 15 seconds.
Power to oscillate the ramp is supplied by a gasoline engine. No provisions
are made to simulate pitch or yaw. The rolling feature was removed after
several successful launchings had been accomplished from submarines, and
the ramp was secured in the top lead center position.

This ramp was removed from the NAMTC launching area in August 1950
to make room for other launching installations.

ULFf~-
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(3) NADC Zero-Length Launcher

This launcher was designed and built by the Naval Air Development

Center, Johnsville, Pennsylvania for the purpose of conducting zero-length
launchings of LTV-N-2 (LOON). CTV-N-2 (GORGON), and RTV-N-15 (POLLUX)

missiles. It was installed at NAMITC in August 1950.

The launcher is a compact unit 107 inches long, 65 inches wide, and

SO% inches high. It is rotatable in azimuth through 3600 and adjustable in
elevation from +%o to +110. The launching sled, with one 2.2.ES-33,000
JATO unit attached, is loaded on the launcher with either a crane or a
special launching-sled handling cart. The missile is then loaded with
a crane. A LOON in launching position on the NADC zero-length launcher
is shown in figure 5.

(4) NAMTC Short-Length Launcher

The NAIATC short-length launcher was originally designed as a replace-

ment for "he rolling ramp. It is a rail-type launcher with four 8-foot
rails for the two front and two rear slippers. The plane of the rear
slipper rails is 5 inches above the plane of the front slipper rails. The

rails are so designed that the front and rear slippers of the four-JATO A

launching sled leave the launcher simultaneously. This feature prevents

the possibility of a tip-off and consequently and undesirable nose-down
pitching acceleration of the missile.

The launcher is trainable in azimuth through an arc of 300 in

increments of 50 and is adjustable in elevation from a rail angle of 80 to
160 in increments of 10. The over-all length is 23 feet, the width is
4 1/4 feet, and the maximum height is 4% feet. Figure 6 shows the NALITC
launcher with a LOON missile in the launching position.

The launcher was originally designed for only the four-JATO launching

sled. With the advent of the single-JATO launching sled, an auxiliary set
-of rails was installed and the launcher may now be used with either launch-

I• ing sled. Either short-length or zero-length launchings may be accomplished.

Shipboard Installations

(1) Short-Length Launcher aboard the USS NORTON SOUND

The NORTON SOUND launcher was designed by NAMTC. It is a short-
length three-rail launcher made of mild steel in a box truss design with

-diagonal supports and was patterned after the rolling ramp. It is 207

inches long and allows the front slippers of a four-JATO sled to travel 36
inches before clearing the launcher. It is adjustable in elevation from

S 20 to 80, b-it is not trainable.
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(2) USS CUSK Launching Installations

The LOON is stored on board the USS CUSK in a deck hangar, aft of

the conning tower. The hangar is a cylindrical steel tank, 8 feet 6 inches

in diameter. The tank is :Iosed at the aft end by a hydraulically-operated
door. No provision is made for entering the hangar directly from within
the pressure hull.

Prior to January 1951, the launcher installed aboard the CUSE was
identical to the forward 50 feet of the rolling ramp. It could be utilized
only with the four-JATO launching sled.

A short-length launcher, patterned after the NAMTC sho-t-,ength

launcher, was installed aboard the CUSR in November and Decemb'. 19r_0
during a regular overhaul period. The rail configuration is idettical to
the NAMTC short-length launcher. aowever, the supporting structi re was
strengthened and the launcher was provided with an air-driven tra ning and
elevating mechanism. Working platforms also were added outboaxj of the
rails to assist the prFdaunching checkout crew. This launcher was designed

for use with either the four-JATO or the single-JATO launching sleds.
Figure 7 shows the short-length launcher and the hangar installed on the
CUSR. The launching installation-aboard the CUSE is described in detail in

reference 11.

(3) Installation Aboard the USS CARBONERO

The launcher aboard the USS CARBONERO is a %hree-rail short-length

launcher similar to that previously described for the USS NORTON SOUND. The

suppirting structure was redesigned and strengthened to withstand water

loads when the boat is submerged.

The launcher is mounted on the Aft 5-inch gun mount with the longi-
tudinal axis of symmetry rotate4 I10 tom~ar4 the port quarter. The launching
rails are elevated at an angjle of eo above the horizontal. No provisions

for adjustment in azimuith or elevation are provided.

The four-JATO sled and the missile are loaded separately by crane

directly onto the launcher ]ecause no hang-ar or other means of stowage is
provided. Figure 8 shows the Isuncher installation aboard the CARBONERO.
This installation is essentiplly identical to that described in reference

11 for the CUSK except for the actyal launcher.

equipment

STABILIZATION SYSTEM

Stable and controlled flight is-achieved with the aid of a pneumatically-

operated autopilot, rudder servomotor, and elevator servomotor.

At
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The autopilot contains a yaw rate gyro and a pitch rate gyro - each of
which is restrained to precess in one plane only - and a free gyro, which
'measures angular displacements. In addition to the gyros, the autopilot
contains two systems of air lines. One system provides air to drive the
gyros, and the other system is used to transmit intelligence to the servo-
motors.

The servomotors consist of a diaphragm unit, an air valve connected to
the diaphragm, a double acting piston, a chamber, and three air pressure
fittings.

The missile is stabilized by the action of the three gyros. The vertical
reference is established by the displacement gyro, which rotates about an
axis that is inclined 200 to the horizontal. The inclination of the
rotational axis is maintained by a pair of pendulous vanes. If the missile
pitches, the frame of the autopilot moves with reference to the displacement
gyro. This displacement causes a differential pressure to be applied across
the servomoltor diaphragm and thereby opens the air valve. This allows hign

R ' pressure air to enter the piston chamber and move the piston. The elevator,
I I which is attached to the piston, deflects in a direction that returns the

missile to its original attitude. Similar action deflects the rudder when
the missile rolls or yaws. The rate gyros act in a conventional manner and

are utilized to damp out oscillations in pitch and yaw by causing the
elevator and rudder to be displaced in a direction that opposes the angular
velocity.

SThe 'missile is -stabilized in either an ,80 climbing attitude or in level

flight,- depending upon the setting-of an altitude control unit which is
mounted on the autopilot frame. When flying at altitudes below that which
is set in the control unit, the missile is stabilized in an 80 climb. When
the preset altitude is reached, the control unit rotates one of the dis-
placement gyro gimbal rings through an arc of 80. This creates a new

N veatical reference and causes the missile to stabilize in level flight and
maintain the desired altitude.

The missile is turned by precessing the displacement gyro in the
horizontal plane. This is accomplished when one of two magnetic coils is
energized by the radio command system. The magnetic coil attracts a soft
iron shoe mounted on-one of the -&imbal rings and applies a precessional
torque.

A more complete explanation of the stabilization system can be found

in reference 20.

'CONTROL

A schematic sketch uf the LTV-M-2 control system is shown in figure 9.
The AN/ARW-17 is a 30- to 42-mc. crystal-regulated, frequency-modulated,
control receiver with five tone-channel selectors. The five relays of this
unit operate in response to the five tone-channels of the command transmitter.
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The control signals are transmitted by a modified T/24/ARW-3 command

transmitter and AN-10/ARW-3 amplifier. The transmitter is crystal-regulated

and contains 10 audio oscillators for frequency'modulation of the carrier.
Only the five highest audio-frequency oscillators of the transmitter are
used in this system. The amplifier unit is used to increase the power
output of the transmitter from 25 to 250 watts.

The coded commands to the missile are keyed by the C-33(XN)-ARW-3
flight-control box. A three-position rotary switch marked "code selector"
makes connections in the box in order that the operator may select the code
through which the command is sent. If three missiles were tracked and
controlled simultaneously, each would be on an individual code.

In addition to the ARW-17 receiver, the missile control system consists

of a C-363/ASW control relay box and a CP-28/ASW computer, The control
relay box contains six relays that form parts of tbi "dump" circuits and
the "turn-command" circuits. The CP-28/ASW computer is an electromechanical
timing device which is used to energize the autopilot slaving coils for a
given time interval. The time interval is dependent upon the number of
turn-command pulses received by the ARW-17 receiver.

TRACKING

The missile is equipped with either an AN/APN-33 or AN/APN-33A radar

transponder beacon. The AN/APN-33 radar transponder beacon operates in the
frequency range from 2,750 to 2,R$G'mc. It is mounted in the nose section
and is equipped with a receiving and a transmitting antenna. The AN/APN-33A

beacon is a modified AN/APN-33 beacon that operates in the 2,750 and 3,500
mc :,ange. It is equipped with a single antenna which both receives and
transmits. Several beacon antenna configurations are used. These are
shown in figure 10.

Several different radars have been used for tracking. The model SV-1
radar is used during all flights launched from submarines. The SP-lM was
formerly used for flights launched from shore launchers, but it has been
xe!5aced by the SCR-584/6lSR. The SV-4, a shore-based version of the SV-1,
alto is used for shore launchings.

The SV radar is a high S-band aircraft-warning radar designed for
installation aboard submarines. It is A pulse-type manual tracking radar
having a pulse repetition frequency of 40G per second and a peak power
output of 500 kilowatts. Target information is presented on a 5-inch PPI
(plan position indicator) scope, and on 3-inch A-scan and B-scan scopes.
When used in conjunction with a radar beacon in the LOON missile, the
average maximum range is app.-oximately 100 statute miles,

The SV installations aboard the USS CUSE and the USS CARBONERO are
equipped with.a special P-type repeater which was designed and built by
the Navy Electronics Laboratory. This unit presents missile range and
indicates missile position relative to the course line.
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7'e SCR-584/615B is an S-band radar that incorporates features of both

-the SCR-584 and the SCR-61SB radars. It is an automatic tracking pulse-type
re~aý with a pulse repetition frequency of 1,707 pulses per second. Peak
pcue, output is 750 kilowatts. Maximum range is approximately 125 statute

miles. Vhen used in conjunction with LOON test flights, the radar data is

pzs~entee on an Electronic Associates Model 156 plotting board.

TELEMETRY.

Two types of telemetry are used in the LTV-N-2 (LOON). The AN/AKT-lA

is a pulse time-sharing system designed by the Naval Research Laboratory
for use in the LOON. This is a 10-channel system that operates in the 520
to 525 mc band and transmits with a peak power output of approximately 250

• a ts. •

The transmitter and the power supply are mounted in a cylindrical can,
which is placed in the warhead section. The complete installation, with

the exception of the end instruments, is accessible from the front of the
warhead and may be readily replaced if a failure occurs during prelaunching
checkouts.

The AN/AKT-lA system is being replaced by the AN/AKT-10 system. The
AN/AKT-10 opeiates in the 215 to 230 mc range and utilizes frequency-modulated A
subcarrier oscillators to frequency-modulate the RF carrier. The normal
peak power output is 3 watts; however, a power amplifier may be used to
increase the peak power output to 30 watts. Six channels of continuous
information may be transmitted. The sixth channel may be commutated to
provide 15 items of information, each sampled at 10 times per second.

The complete system, with'exception of the end instruments, has been
packaged to form an installation similar to the AN/AKT-lA. The installation
is shown in figure 11.

FUEL AND PROPULSION SYSTEM

The fue. and propulsion system consists of a 180-gallon fuel tank, fuel
lines, cut-off valve, fuel regulator, and a 21-inch pulsejet engine.

The pulsejet engine is essentially a hollow cylinder that consists
of an inlet diffuser, a combustion chamber, a transition cone and a tail
pipe. A grill that contains the flapper valves, the starting air nozzles,
and the fuel nozzles, separates the inlet diffuser and the combustion
chamber. A spark plug is mounted at the top center of the combustion
chamber. Total weight of the engine is approximately 300 pounds. It
resonates at a frequency of 42 cps and develops 700 pounds of static thrust
at sea level.

The fujl line leads from the bottom of the fuel tank, throigh the cutoff
valve, through the fuel regulator, and thence to the fuel nozzles in the
grill.
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The fuel cutoff valve contains a spring that holds it in a closed
position. The valve is opened by compressed air, which forces the valve to
move against the spring. When the valve is fully opened, a pin engages a
detent in the valve shaft and holds it in the open position. Closing of
the valve is accomplished by a solenoid that disengages the detent pin and
allows the spring to move the valve shaft to the closed position.

The fuel-metering unit regulates the fuel flow according to the missile
airspeed. An altitude-compensating bellows, although a part of the unit,
is not used because early flights indicated that its operation was erratic.
The fuel-metering unit also contains a control for regulating the fuel flow
during engine starting.

Operation of the propulsion system is as follows: (1) pressurize fuel
tank to 100 psi by compressed air; (2) initiate flow of starting air through
starting air nozzles; (3) initiate flow of fuel to fuel nozzles by opening
ftlel cutoff valve, and energize spark plug; (4) after engine has started,
stop flow of starting air and change starting fuel flow to normal fuel flow.
The engine continues to operate until fuel flow is cut off.

Maximum operating altitude of the standard propulsion system is 6,000
feet. Although engine operation is self-sustaining after the initial
starting pulse, a continuous spark ignition system is employed. This system
has successfully restarted the engine on several occasions when propulsion
failures occurred.

FLIGHT TERMINATION

Flight termination is accomplished by a radio command. Upon receipt of
the command, the wings are severed from the missile, the control surfaces
are streamed, and the fuel to the engine is shut off. A delay of 0.3
second occurs between the severing of the left and right wing. This delay
induces a stabilizing roll in the missile during the terminal trajectory,

The severance of each wing results from the explosion of a shaped
charge, of composition C3, which is retained within an annular groove
machined into a mild steel disc. The disc is held inside of the hollow
wing spar by machine screws. The composition C3 is ignited by an .36
electric detonator contained in a mechanical detonator safe device secured
to the outside of the spar.

The control surfaces are caused to stream by severance of the signal
lines from the autopilot to the rudder and elevator servo actuators. This
is brought about by a detonator guillotine, which is a 1-inch hollow tube
approximately 6 inches long. The signal lines are threaded through four
holes drilled through the tube at right angles to the longitudinal axis.
At the receipt of the dump command, an explosive charge in the after end of
the detonator guillotine tube is ignited and a metal slug, with a cutting
surface machined into the leading edge, is ejected down the tube where it
severs each of the four signal lines.

1T
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The engine fuel is shut off by a solenoid-operated valve. The solenoid

is energized when the metal slug of the detonator guillotine trips a
microswitch a, xt leaves the forward end of the tube.

If the miisile fails to respond to the diimp command, a Veeder-Root
counter energizes the dump circuit after the missile has traveled a pre'-
"determined distance. This is accomplished by amechanical counter operating
in conjunction with a small air log propeller mounted on the nose of the
missile. Each propeller is calibrated and is labeled with the number of
turns per mile.

ORIYAPJCE COVPONRYTS

The ordnance components of the LTV-N-2 (LOON) consist of a 2,000-pound
tritonal-loaded warhead, two T74 electrical fuzes, a T9 inertia switch, and
a T8 nose switch. Figure 12 shows a schematic diagram of the installation.
Figure 13 shows the location of the various components in the LOON missile.
More complete information on the ordnance components may be obtained in
reference 13. It should be noted that the T84 mechanical fuze originally
was used in place of one of the T74 electrical fuzes. However, tests
conducted by the Bureau of Ordnance during October 1950 proved the T84 fuze
to be unsafe and it was removed from the system.

test procedure at NAMTC

Prep•a,'ations fox a LOON test flight normolly commence approximately
3 wqeks prior to the actual fl~ight. At that time the detailed test objec-
tives are assigned and the nissile configuration required to accomplish the
test objectives is selected.

Approximately 2 weeks are require4 for shop personnel to perform the
routine checkout of the air, fuel, an4 propp4sion systems and to install

the electrical cabling, electronic components, and the telemetering system.
The installation of other special equipment required for the test i also
made during this period.

Approximottely 20 people, including mechanics, technicians, engineers,
and officers are assigned to the LOON project team.

After the missile has been gompletely prepared, the wcight and center
of gravity are determined with an electronic weighing scale. The launching
sled also is assexqble4 anc its weight and center of gravity are determined.
The location qf the center of gravity of the missile -- sled combination
is calculated from the two i•easure4 values and the sled adjustment for
obtaining the proper alignment of the JATP thrust vector with respect
to the combined center of gravi'ty can tbhn Oe adae. This work is normally
completed 2 days before the launching is scheduled.
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Approximately 1 week before the test flight. a "Request for Scheduling

Test" form is submitted to the Test Scheduling Officer. This form contains
all pertinent information relative to the pa~rticular test flight. Copies
are distributed to all interested supporting departments of NAMTC to insure
that equipment and personnel will be available for the scheduled test,
Detailed arrangements with the supporting departments are usually made by
telephone or conference after th'? "Request for Scheduling Test" f,rm has
been distributed.

On the day before the scheduled launching, the leopwhing sled is loaded
on the launcher and the missile is transported toahested overnight storage
building located in the launching area.

At 0800 on tho morning of the launching, the missile is loaded on the
launcher and the missile check crew cimmences the prelaunching checkout, A
briefing conference, which is conductedby the assigned Test Control Officer,
is held at approximately 0900. The conference is for the purpose of insuring
that the supporting departments are briefed on all the details of the test.
Any last minute changes in the schedule or procedural detail- which have
been omitted previously are discussed.

At 1030, an airplane in which a beacon and missile, receiving equipuent
have been installed, commences a flight that simnilates the expected flight
of the missile. The tracking radars that hiave been assigned for the missile
test flight are used ts track the beauon in the airplane. Control signals
are transmitted from the missile ground control station at periodic intervals
and the field strength that exists in the vicinity of the aircraft is
monitored. This flight assists in insuring that all ground command and
tracking equipment is operating at peak efficiency

At 1200 or approximately 2% hours before launching time, area clearance
airplanes are dispatched to the Sea Test Range. These airplanes, equipped
with Loud-speakers and signal lights, attempt tc keep ships out of areas
over which the missile will fly. The activities of the area clearance
aircraft are co-ordinated from the area clearance center hucated in the
launching area.

The 60-minute warning is the first official warning sounded. This is
sounded when all the m4Iissile prelaunching checks have been practicaily
completed. At the receipt of the 60-minute warning, all supporting
departmenits commence active preparation for their part in the missile
flight.

The 1S-minute warnizjig is sounded only if the Sea Test Range is clear
and all supporting departments are completely ready for the operation. At
the 15-minute warning, the two chase airplane pilots man their aircraft and
the launching ordnance crew commences the final installationof the ordnance

comopoents (JATO igniters, wing blowoff igniters, etc).
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At the 10-minute warning, the chase Pirplanes are directed to take off,

If heth chase airplanes are airborne at the S-minute warning, the count
.dow, is continuee. Otherwise the warning is held until the airplanes are
airborne.

At the 3-minute warning, the mia~ile ii:ternrl air supply anr telemeter

transmitter are turned on and the launching pad is cleared of all personnel.
All electrical circuits from the blockhouse to the launcher are armed and
the missile is ready for launching.

The 1-minute warning is sounded bh the chase airplane pilots when they
are in a position that will allow them to pass over the launcher at the
instant of launching.

At the 30-second warning, the automatic count down sequence is started
by the Launching Officer. All functions, such as missile autopilot dis-
placement gyro uncaging, camera start,-g, and JATO ignition pulses, occur
automatically. The sequence may be stopied and a 'hold fire" effected from
any one of four ataýions at any time. '.he stations zre located at the
laupching blockhouse, area clearance center, Trzicking and Control, and
telemetric receiving staticn.

The pulsejet engine is started'manually at the 2S-second warning, At
the 10-second warning, the autopilot displacement gy.o is uncaged and a

return pulse, which indicates that the gyr• has uncaged, illuminates an

indicator light in the blo~ckhouse. The cameras, which are used to cover
each launching, are started at the 2-second warning. At zero time the JATO
units are ignited and a reference timing pivlse is 1:ransmitted to all
apparatus on which flight data is recorded.

Immediately after launching, the center of activity shifts to the
Tracking and Control Room. which corresponds to the Combat Information
Center aboard ship. Tbss reom contains the missile-command-control console,
radar plotting tables, radio transmitting and receiving equipment, and a
direct telephone link with the telemetric receiving station.

During the flight, the Test Control Officer is continuously informed of
the location and status of the missile frop the radar plot and from verbal
reports.of the missile speed and altitude that are transmitted every

30-seconds by the chase airplane pilots. Any pertinent telemetered infor-
mation may be teadily obtainod by telephone from the telemetric receiving
statiott. Control commands, as directed by the test control officer, are
transpitted to the missile by the control console pperator. If the control
equipment in *the tracking and control room fmiI3, control commands are
transmitted from a secondary control station, which is ordinarily located
in.one of the area clearance airplanes.
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The test flight is terminated by the transmission of the "dump" command
after the chase airplane pilots report that the area is clear. In the
event that the dump command is not received, the missile is dumped at a
predetermined range by the action of the air log prop4ller and the Veeder-
Root counter, which was described under "Configuration."

During each test flight, all radio transmissions that concern the flight
are monitored and recorded so that a permanent record may be kept. This
includes a transcript of the chase airplane pilot's "talkback" and recordings
of all commands sent to the missile. The telemetered information is
recorded on t. roll of photographiic paper. Translation of the received
telemetered ditti is performed by LQON project engineers.

Operations conducted from the USS CUSI and the USS CARBONERO are similar
to those conducted from shore except that the primary tracking and control
room is aboard ship. Telemetr-y is not used during test flights that
originate from the submarines.

results and discussion

The LOON test program is conducted under the authority of seviral
project directives, each of which consists of one or more problem details.
The results of the over-all launching prograrq, with particular emphasis on
the general reliability of components, are p.resented at the end of this
section. Table I, appendix A, contains a resume of each individual LOON
test flight.

Because of tht, general cmp.lexity of the LOON program, the problem
details will be discj:ssvd individually. The number to the right of the
problem detail headings indicates the number of flights conducted which had
that problem detail as a test objective and which were of sufficient duration
to contribute usable data. Flight failures, or the adoption of equipment
as standard, sometimes resulted in a greater number of flights than
indicated.

PROBLEM DETAIL RESULTS

I. Test of NAMTC and Sperry GM-l (4 flights)
Command Guidance Computer
EL-302

Only the NAMTC computer was evaluated with flight tests. The four
flights indicated that the compuster is capable of guiding the missile alonga straight course from the launchingsite to the target. It was necessary
to discontinue the tests when the SP.IM radar was transferred to another
project.
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k. No flight tests were eonducted ittilizing the Sperry GM-1 computer. It

was planned to ccnduct simulated missile flights using the TO.2 airplane.

However, the assigned airplane, which had been instrumented for the tests,

"I j - -was lost in a crash before any tests were conducted.

This problem detail was not reassigned by reference 5.

2. Test of the Quick Detachable (9 flights)

Electronic Nose Mount
S• E L .3 0 2

I _ •This unit was designed to permit quick changing of the electronic
E components. All tie electronic units, with the exception of the power

supply, are contained in the nose section in a shock-mounted box, as shown

--<in figures 14, I, and 16. The entire nose section and the ele*ctronic

M iomponents may bi connected in 60 seconds. Seven successful flights were

conducted utilizing the original design (figure 15) which incorporated

large springs and snubbers for the shock-absorbing units. Five flights

have been made utilizing an improved unit (figure 16) which incorporates
Lord shock mounts in place of the springs and snubbers. The units have

-proved to be very satisfactory for the following reasons:

a. They permit checkout of the major electronic components prior to
actual installation in the missile and thereby decrease the time required
for the missile to be on the launcher.

b. They allow quick replacement of electronic units that fail during
the preiaunch checkout.

3. Marive Guidance Computer (14 flights)
EL-302

The Marine Guidance Computer is an adaptation of the NAIATC computer and

is designed for use inclose-air-support operations. When used inconjunction
Stwith the LOON missile, the computer and radar were located in the vicinity

of the target. The radar tracked the missile as it approached the target
and provided missile position, course, and speed data to the computer. The
computer then analyzed the data and transmitted course-change commands that
would guide the missile toward the target. It also computed the position

for the dump point and transmitted the "dump" command when the missile
reached that position.

The Marine Guidance Computer participated in 14 flights. Ten of theoe
I. were for the purpose of testing the ability of the computer to g'iide th-

ht issili over the, target and did not include the sending of the dump command
The dump comman4was actually transmitted on two flights. The miss distance.
were 360 and 600 yards from the target. On two other flights, faulty
operation of equipment prevented the transmission of the dump command,
although the computer demonstrates that it was capable of guiding the
missile over the target.
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These flights indicate that the computer is capable of performing the
task for which it was designed when continuous and accurate data is provided
by the radar, Except for several isolated cases, the failure of the system
to operate satisfactorily could be attributed directly to poor radar
performance. This problem detail was not reassigned by reference 5.

4. Assistance to Project TROUNCE* (38 flights)
EL-302 and GM-209

During this report period, 38 missiles were launched from submarines
by TROUNCE personnal., Because this program was well established, very
little technical assistance was required of NAMTC personnel. The major
contribution of NAMTC w-s the provision of facilities and material.

Active support of the TROUNCE progrqm by NAMTC personnel was provided
during twq shore launchings that were telemetered. The telemetric trans-
mitters for these tests wire provided by NAMTC and the installation and
prelaunch checkout were conducted by NAMTC personnel.

5. Improved Command Guidance System (2 flights)
EL-302

This detail was a joint effort that involved NEL (Navy Electronics

Laboratory), Project TROUNCE personnel, and NAMTC. The development phase
was assigned to NEL. Technical assistance was furnished by NAMTC and
TROUNCE. Test flights were performed at NAMTC.

The system, designated TROUNCE I, was designed to eliminate the normal
radio command system by utilizing the tracking radar to transmit control
commands to the missile. This was done by coding the radar pulses. The
missile equipment is identical to that used for the radio-command system
except that the radio receiver was replaced by a decoder that converted the
coded radar pulses into command functibns, The physical dimensions of the
decoder and the radio receiVer were identical.

Before missile flights were conducted, numerous tests were made that

utilized pi-loted aircraft equipped with the missile components of the
system. These tests revealed that it was possible to transmit intelligence
by radar pulse coding. to tanges of 150 miles.

Two missile flights were conducted utilizing the system. On one flight,
the missile was launched from the NAMTC short-length launcher and control
was shifted successfully from NA*TC to the CUSX, and then to the CARBONERO.
Each station maintained positive radar track and successfully transmitted
control commands. However, it was necessary to execute the "dump" with the
stand-by radio control system. The second flight was also highly successful.
The missile was txackvd and controlled throughout the flight and was dumped
at a range of 93 mi~les from the controlling station. In each case, the

* Originally Project DERB
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flight was terminated because the missile was approaching the radar horizon.
'A It is believed that control ranges of 150 miles would be realized if the

missile were capable of flying at higher altitudes.

6. Improved Launching System (5 flights)
GM-209

This problem detail was promulgated essentially for the purpose of
testing dual-JATO and single-JATO launching configurations. Zero-length
launchings were conducted from the rolleng rampp and the NADC hero-length
launcher; short-length launchings were conducted from the NAlTC short-length

launcher.

Two successful zero-length dual-JATO launchings were conducted from the
rolling ramp. Dual-JATO launchings were discontinued in April 1949 because
the more desirable single-JATO configuration wfs then undergoing develop-

mental tests. A detailed report on the dual-JATO launching techniques was
presented in reference 19.

One unsuccessful oe ubut usatisfactory launching were
conducted from the NaDC launcher. The unsuccessful launching was attributed

to a misaligned JATO unit that caused the missile to nose over and crash on
the beach. The second launching was successful but was unsatisfactory

because the missile had a 580 nose-up at,titude at separation. These two
launchings indicated that the JATO alignment tolerances for zero-length

launchings are extremely small and this type of launching should be avoidedS~if possibie.

Three successful single-JATO launchings were conducted from the NAMTC
short-length launcher. These tests ind.icated that the single-JATO launching
configuration is satisfactory when used in cdnjunction with a short-length

launching. Subsequent to these tests, all shore launchings and all ship-
board launchings from the USS CUSK have utilized single-JATO sleds. These
launchings have proved that the method is superior to the four-JATO launch-
ing configuration in that the JATO alignment procedure is simpler and the
launching sleds are more compact and mo,-e economical to manufacture.
Figure 17 is a photograph of Xthe singlv-JATO launching sled.

This problem detail also included 'ests of a launching retarder which
was designed to eliminate the shock .>ading tronsmitte4 to the missile
at the instant of JATO closure disc rupture. A detailed repert on the
device, which functions by pulling a steel cone through a ductile brass
tube, was submitted by reference 14. Tests indicated that the device
caused the thrust loading to be applied gradually, and consequently decreased
the peak loading applied at the tow hook by approximat~ey SO per cent. The
device is now used during. a1 shorf JATO launchings.
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7. Armament Components Tests (3 flights)
GM-209

Before flight tests were made with a loaded warhead, extensive ground
tests and flight tests of inert detonation systems were conducted. These
preliminary tests indicated that the T84 mechanical fuze was unsafe for
operational use and, as reported under "Configuration", it was replaced by
a T74 electrical fuze.

The first and third flight tests were successful. The system armed at
the correct time and a high order detonation was observed at impact. The-
second test was unsatisfactory in that the warhead failed to detonate upon
impact. The reason for the feilure is believed to have been caused by the
severing of the electrical lead that extends from the warhead to the arming
micro-switch of the Veeder-Root counter in the rear of the missile. As a
result of this test, itwas recomnmended that the Bureau of Ordnance investi-
gate the possibility of replaceing the present arming switch of the Veeder-
Root counter with a mechanical lAtching relay which would remain closed in

the event that an open developed in the Veeder-Root counter arming circuit.

8. Tests of Pover Plant Installations (9 flights)
GM-209

Propulsion system tests were conducted in an endeaver to improve the
performance of the missile. These involved testing the 21-inch pulsejet
with an improved altitude-compensated fuel meter, and testing J-30 and J-44
turbojet engine installations.

Eight flights were conducted that contributed usable data on the

McDonnell V-2 altitude-compensated fuel meter. The fael metering system
with this unit installed is shown in figure 18. These flights indicated
that it was possible to fly the missile at altitudes up to 12,000 feet.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in maint.ainipg the preset basic
fuel meter setting 4fter the missile was pirborne. Telemetprpf fuel-pressure
data indicated that, although the meter responded to changes in altitude
and airspeed, the fuel pressure during a givcn flight was either higher or
lower than that which would be expected from the ground setting. In most
cases, lean fuel metering, De~sulted in poor missile performance, whereas
rich and normal settings re sulted in excellent performance. The reasons

for the shift in setting are boing investigated. It is felt that the
McDonnell fuel meter, when perfected, will increase the versatility of the
mi4il•e by percitting. flights at higher altitudes.

Tho turbojet eng'e installations are expected to increase the missile
performance with respect to speed, operating altitude, and range. One
missilq, shown in figure 19, yas modified to accomodate a Westinghouse J-30
engine. This engine had anormpl rpted thrust of approximately 1,400 pounds
and was expected to increase the missile speed to 450 -- S00'miles an hour
at an altitude of 20,0Q feet. The missilewas launched in August 1951 but,
bec4use of an opparent misaligioint of the booster -- JATO thrust vector, it
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crashed immediately after launching and no data on flight performance were

obtained. The short flight did provide vital data on engine performance
which indicated that no adverse effects were experienced during the la,1n':-n-1

ing phase. It is planned to launch five more missiles as soon as the
modifications are completed.

Preliminary tests are being conducted on the J-44 engine to determine

the effect of launching acceleration on the bearings and general operation.

If these tests prove that reliable engine operation can be expected, two
airframes are to be modified to incorporate this engine.

9. Improved Dump Systems (6 flights)
GM-209

The method of dumping the missile ýas undergone a series of changes
in an effort to improve the predictability of the terminal trajectory.
The present method, which has been used with some success, incorporates

wing blowoff with a 0.3-second delay between the severing of the left
and right wing. A detailed report pn this method was presented in refer-
ence 15. Experience with this method over the past two years has shown
that the trajectoty of the freely falling spin-atabilized missile is
unpredictable in that a high-ampliitude pitch oscillation is frequently

observed.

Recent tests of a method that separates the warhead from the missile
by means of explosive attachment bolts have shown great promise. It is

k believed that the high inertial .iAd gravktational forces will overshadow
the relatively low aerodynamic forces and result in a predictable trajectory.
Six flights utilizing this method of flight termination have been attempted

Sand all have been successful. Figur~e 20 is a photograph showing the
action of the missile and freely falling warhead immediately after the

receipt of the "dump" command. The tests hove shown that some means
must be devised to prevent the tumbling action of the warhead, in order
to insure that the warhead attitude upon impact is nose down. It is
planned to conduct future tests with a small parabrake attached to the
after end of the warhead. This parabrake will be designed to prevent

tumbling of the freely falling warhead.

10, Installation of Smoke Generators (4 flights)
GM-209

Smoke generator units were manufactured mainly for u~e in fleet exercises
when the LOON was to be used as an antiaircraft target. Four units were
flown during this report period. One wos shore-launched in August 1949 and
operated satisfactorily, Three units were use4 4uring,tthe fleet exercises

-off Hawaii in November 1949,. One pinit repis for future use.
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11. Dynamic Flight Measurements (1 flight)
DE-302.3

This project was established to determine the feasibility of obtaining
certain aerodynamic parameters from free flight tests of missiles and
missile models. The LOON was selected as a vehicle for the preliminary
tests because it has few space limitations for instrumentation and will fly
reliably for a reasonably long period. One missile was assigned for
directional stability tests and was delivered to the Douglas Aircraft
Corporation for the installation of special instrumentation vnd testequipment. It was launched in July 1950 and was flown according to the

desired test program. Complete t.elemetered data was obtained however, an
irregular rudder oscillation, which persisted throughout the flight, caused
an unwanted directional vibration to be Fuperimposed upon the natural
oscillations. Consequently the analysis of the data has been prolonged
inordinately.

12. Furnish Technical and Material (3 flights)
Assistance to the USS NORTON SOUND
PA-50l.3

During this report period, NAMTC provided technical and material

assistance to the USS NORTON SOUND for the launching of three LOONs. All
flights were nominally successful. One of these flights was particularly
significant in that the missile was successfully launched and controlled in
Alaskan waters where extremely cold and adverse weather conditions were
experienced.

13. Summers Gyro Servo Control System (4 flights)

EL-301

The Summers gyro servo control system was an electronic system designed

to replace the present pneumatic autopilot and control system. Its main
advantages over the present system were increased maneuverability and
controllability of the missile. These were achieved by. removing the rudder
control and replacing it with aileron control.

Four flights were attempted with this system The first three flights

indicated that the system apparently lost vertical reference during the
launching phase and during *urns. These flights were all terminated pre-
maturely for causes directly attributable to loss of reference. The fourth

flight, which utilized a system that was modified to eliminate the loss of
correct vertical reference, was successful in proving that the system was
capable of increasing the controllability and maneuverabilityof the missile.
However, the missile exhibited adecided directional drift to the left which
had to be corrected by control commands throughout most of the flight

23
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,The project was terminated in June 1951 by the promilgatio, of refer-
ence 16.

Progress on certain details that did not involve actual missile flights
is discussed in the following paragraphs.

TC Study of AN/APA-76 Autopilot
Study of AN/ASQ-5 AN/ASA-6 Heat Homer
EL-302

These two problem detqils Were actually assigned as two different items;

however, they were actually a joint effort because the ultimate missile
installation waq to incorporate both systems.

An extensive study was conducted to determine the compatibility of the

mi.ssile - APA-76 combination. This study indicated that the autopilot was
capaole of stabilizing and controlling the missile. The ASQ-5 -- ASA-6
study was essentially for the purpose of preparing an engineering proposal
for the flight testing of 14 LOON missiles equipped with the ASQ-5 heat
homing qu ipmento The study was completed and the report was submitted to

tho lureau of Aeronautics by reference 17.

1•. A9ceptance Checks of Marquardt
Modified Missiles
EL-302

From August 1949 to May 1954 LQQN project personnel inspected and
accepted 77 LOON missiles which were delivered under contract N123s-63366
(reference 9) by the Marquardt Aircraft Company.

16. Develop New S-Band
Radar Beacon Antenna
EL-302

This antenna was to be designed ior ultimate use with the improved
command guidance system. ThV desired antenna pattern was based on the
requirements for possible tactical missile use. It was envisioned that such

a flight would involve a launching submarine that would track and control
r _ the missile to a rendezvous point in the vicinity of a second submarine.

The second submarine would guide the missile to the target by means of an

automatic guidance computer.

A prototype antenna was designed and constructed. Preliminary ground

aests indicated that the antenna had a horizontal pattern of 1050 centered
!• at a relative bearing of 1800. The vertical pattern was W0° centered on a

line rotated 180 below the longitudinal missile axis, A minor lobe existed
forward, The back-to-front ratio was greater than 6 to, 1. This pattern
was considered very desirable from an operational standpoint. Extensive

aircraft flight tests and ground tests of the antenna installed on the
missile are in progress.
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17. Consultative Service for Design and Construction

of CP-98 (XN)/UPW Command Guidance Computer

EL-302

The CP-98 (XN)/UPW command guidance computer contract was awarded to the

Ultrasonics Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts, andwill be built accord-

ing to specifications originated at NAMTC. The computer will be designed

for installation aboard a submarine and, by analyzing missile position and

velocity dqta with respect to target position, will cause proper control

commands to be sent to the missile so as to score a hit on the target.

Since the awarding of the contract, NANITC personnel have been in attend-

ance at numerous conferences with the contractor, NEL personnel, andProject

TROUNCE personnel. Problems relative to the computer have been discussed

at these conferences.

18. Ready Missile Program
GM-209

In accordance with reference 1, a stockpile of 25 missiles has been
established at NAMTC. This was a joint effort which involved LOON and

TROUNCE project personnel., To insure that the missiles in the stockpile

are maintained in the best possible condition, a rotaticnal plan has been

established wherebyall newly modified irissiles are assigned to the stockpile

and all missiles utilized for submarine launchings are taken from the group

that has been in the stockpile for the longest period of time.

A shortage of launching sleds existed during the early phases of this

program. However, NAMTC is currently ma.nufacturing four-JATO launching

sleds and delivery of single-JATO launching sleds from 0 & R, San Diego

commenced in August 1951. Consequently, sufficient sleds are now available

for both the stockpile and the test program.

19. Cancelled or Incomplete Problem Details

The following problem details wer- assigned but either were cancelled

before any progress was made or are awaiting the delivery of equipment

PROBLEM DETAILS PROJECT

31MULTANEOUS TRACK AND CONTROL OF TWO OR THREE LOONS. (CANCELLED,) EL-302

INSTALLATION AND TEST OF SPERRY GM-1 COMPUTER ABOARD A SUBMARINE. (CANCELLED.) EL-302

EVALUATION OF AN/DPN-17 MINIATURIZED RADAR BEACON. (AWAITING EQUIPMENT.) EL-30-

EVALUATION OF AN/ARW-55 AND AN/ARW-56 400 MC RADIO CONTROL

EQUIPMENT. (AWAITING EQUIPMENT.) EL-302

EVALUATION OF AN/APW-11 CONTROL EQUIPMENT. (CANCELLED.) EL-302
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RELIABILITY

Despite a concentrated effort for improvement during th .s report period,

the reliability of the missile and its components has not changed appreciably

over that reported in reference 11. Table Ir, appendix A, presents the
performance of the components during each LOON flight test. Table III,

appendix A, summarizes the performance of the components and presents a

comparison with the reliability of componeats presented in reference 11.

It is realized that a more detciled breakdown of the failures wjuld be

desirable. However, in most cases, the failures could be isolated only as
far as one of" the components l_ýsted in table II. For e7;ample, if a pro- •
pulsion failure occurred, it was us ually impossible to attribute it to one

of the direct causes, i.e., loss of air oressure on fuel tank, obstruction
in fuel line, !aulty fuel meter, or grille failure. Consequently it had to
be classified as a propulsion failure, with no further breakdown possible.

As stated in reference 18, the over-all reliability of a missile is the

product of the individual reliabilities of "series" components, If the
components of LOON are considered to be launching sled, beacon, receiver,
autopilot, propulsion system, and dump'system, then the maximum expected

reliability of the missile can be calculated as follows:

Pover-all Plaunching X Psled X{ P bacon' X Preceiver X Pautopilot X

propulsion dump

Pover-all 92.6 X 91.2 X 95.3 X 89.5 X 92.7 X 92.7

P over-all 61.8 per cent

The discrepancy between the calculated reliability of 61.8 per cent and

the actual value of 5S.9 per cent can be attributed tocertain miscellaneous

components such as batteries, airframe structures, etc. that actually should
be considered as one of the5"series" comp hese additional components
were neglected because failures occurred only in isolated instances and

they represented a multitude of components whose reliability approachedJ :100 per cent.

Because the reliabilit of the missile has remained essentially constant

since I January 1948, it is believed that the practical limit has been
reached. This does not imply that no progress in LOON testing technique

has been made in the past 3years. It indicates that the improved techniques
have just kept pace with components deterioration. It is pointed out that
all the missile components, with the exception of CP-28 computers and the

C-363 control relay boxes, were manufactured prior to 1946. Certain
components, such as beacons and receivers were delivered to NAMTC from
other agencies, after prolonged use on their projects.

It is believed that the reliability of the trissile could be improved if
newly manufactured components, or components of improved qesign, were used

in place of the components on hand.
nci
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conclus ions

Durifig this repoft period, the LOON n'issile has continued to demonstrate

its versatility as r test vehicle andeas a training vehicle for fleet

personnel. The main factors that contribute to its value are relatively

long range and endurance, simplicityof its basic systems, adequate internal

space for installation of experimental equipment, reasonable reliability,

and relatively low initial cost.

S.gnificant progress has been made in accomplishing the objectives of

the a3signed projects, The conclusions reached from the results of the

flight test progrsm may be enumerated as follows:

1. The use of automatic guidance comprnte:s tn controlling the missile is

both teasible and desirable. However, provisions for manual control must

be provided until the reliability of the radar - computer link is improved.

2. The quick-detachable electronic nose mount should be-incorporated as
part of the standard configuration, as soon as sufficient units can be

manufactured. Experience with the LOON has shown that the ides of packaging
all the electronics components in an accessible and easily removed carrier

box, should definitely be considered for future missiles.

3, Fleet personnel assigned to the USS CARBONERO and the USS CUSK have

reached a degree of proficiency in preparing, launching, and controlling a

LOON missile that should allow these vessels to use the missi le operationally

if conditions so warrant.

4. The TROUNCE I guidance system is very promising and should provide

greater security against countermeasures than the radio command system now

in use.

S. The relative simplicity of the single-JATO launching sled in regards Zo

both alignment procedure and construction, make it superior to both the

dual-JATO aud the four-JATO launc%,ng sleds.

6. Short-lengkh JATO launchings Pre more reliable than zero-length JATO

launchings.

7. The NAMTC-designed lbunchin% fetarder decreases by 50 per cent the peak
loading applied to the missile tow hook.

8. With minor modifications to the el~ctrical circuiti, the present

warhead-detonating system should prove adequate for operational use.

9. Test of the McDonnell altitude-compensated fuelmeter shouldbe continued

because, if perfected, it will increase the versatility of the missile by

permitting flights to altitudes of at least 12,000 feet.

10. Tests of the J-30 and J.-44 tuibojet installations should be continued.
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11. A method of increasing the pred.ctability of the terminal tvajectory

must be-devised. The preserit method of wing blowoff results in an unpre-

dictable trajectory. Furthar tests of the warhead-blowoff method, with

particular emphasis on the prevention of tumbling, should be conducted.

12. The Summers gyro servo control system proved thit it was capable of

Ancreasing'the maneuverability and the controllability of the LOON missile.

However, lark of a reliable vertical re~erence system and excessive

directional drift made it unacceptable for use in the LOON.

13. The reliability of the mýssile and missile components has reached a

practical maximum-. It would probably increase if newly manufactuted or

redesigned components wete provided.
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device.

1-6 204 U903 559 tSC 4-Jato 1. Ts E Prati e laun ongB trcking 9P Good85 23 350 5000 7!ul-u. Un-

Sond|hr•and controlling LOON under It=-" known kno10efth radverse weather cod mCtionsie
9 raunper 2. Test rutoptieS poare- wing from -
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Sta Loot beacon exercise off Hawaii

ajd track at 25 miles
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____________signals
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ng blowoffsp
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Ing loffffetructural fail~ure.
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peous wiag 9.tan-5i~ AP5-33L Beaco

acts 209Z Good after g.
wing from MUlSS

bloR- ILETC
_________OffI II
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'Ma blue- uak
length launching off
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otcompartment wing co-
atim. blow- men~d-

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~un - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___f
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ne'o personnel 9P Good 100.2 240 132 56D0 Del ao Good gY-I on Carbon This flgr.t Bas pririlry to test new aeulIxent
rti,:&I command an- ad sili "-b- SV-4 at MiMIC on the Carhonern. 211 qquisment operated as
S1-1 radar on wing 2l* o API'-33A Beacon expected. Chase plane broke off chase at 65 m•LeS

blow raa oGood track due to bad weather.
3soo~ radar re-r__t O___f am-___ ___ _ __ _ ____________:__

enful mtea atr 91, Good 650 250 330 12400 Delay 100 MAI= AX?- Good 88-4 at NMSTC Excellent flight in all respect&. New altitude
ng rang. fnight d mie AAPN-ZB Beacon record etablJ1shed. Total- of 150 iiflea traversed

iedn ¢ag • ebW wing 23D Uo ood track or by zsimle

sal oor Aaer fr
Bile. (DE 3021.3) AC

gdnccop 90 Good Delay '17ý 3006 No None SV-4 at NAMTC After booster J~uxrout the aisalie nosed over andmper•.uein de= ice e r a attoapt 615-58 at S9n crashed into ast, carrying sled with it. No
wivng ro& ad Nicolas Island definite conclusions as to cauae.
blow- MiMIC i.PM-33A ?eacon
off

ro ronnel 09 1tifact 2 0 5000 Delay 6 ona ho Good SV-1 on Carbons Poor beacon performance prevented tracking by
phical target left wing ad isiV sent S8-4 at NIATC Carboncro or MAWC. tissile was dumped by
rtical command down wing from PM-33A Beacon veederoot counter.

blow- PAulO Poor track
off

guidance coapu 80 go Satisfactory 1000 60 350 5400 Deasy 75 No Good SV-4 At UNIX Satisfactory flight. l an respects. Marina
100 left ad m!gs id 615B-584 at San computer operated satisfactorily. However,
wing down Wing 213 c Nicolas Island personnel error prevented duap signal from being

blow- fro, APH-33L Beacon trantatited.
off W!C Good track

e dirL-ti nal 8g Satisfactory 1500 40 265 4500 t-10D NTC Good 615B-584 at NUIC aithouah useable date for directiorna stability
data on the 1.008 left wing nat DSues and San Nicola constants were obtained, it was clouded by a

(This was the firs down glO Good prlntd pantant rudder oscillation and slow speed.
be launched under ine o APE-33 Beacon

NIC DE 30 .3) MANIC Good track

Harquardt modified P' Satisfactory, 1000 Z35 330 45ý00 Delay+55 MANTC No koor 61511-584 at N~Tj A severe rudder oscillation prevented the ainsile
received froe the left wing ed rlss APN-33 deocon froa responding t0 control comsands.

down wing 2100T Good track
eographic target blow- fme
a centered on off NAkTC

et on western ti 80 Satisfactory 500 20 35 500 Delay+65 hSS No Good SV-l o0 Cusk Equipment failure in range unit on Cuak prevented
"le Island left wing ad iles Gusk SV-4 at "AC miessile fri being dumped on target.

ce components down wing 210 6158-584 on San
blow- Ifrom 2icolra Island
off NMAPN-,ý3A Beacon

i Good track I _ _-I

ine None 615[-58o at Dela Engine cut off pin actuated during catapult run

ad Nn 1B54a -
itg = -z attenp- Nicolas Ieland and missile cleared catapult iWt dead engiae.

bl ted and NM C issile glided to splash point.

off MAkIC AFN-33 Beacon

Control shifted to Wane guidance station at range
guidance 90 Good 2 55 58M Doe Good 615B-58n atMisaIM of 37 alleas hadear contact at that station loot
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1w r."A t I
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t~~~ 9d mdl- n U- Ur e sn On 03 No Ukos S Carho nero Trno isor ofah erprev nteduse of chranse pr.e. After
boon kow .rn ye 3o sb V-4 at XAMTC mischlej; fro ner ait ndg~ ACwr nhn'

wing- No90 trc Ahnuz l gh t.

blow- froarun-$Bec~

b..loft fromC Good track

off NI- -------. - - - - - - - - - - - -________________________



j TASLE I

SUK04ARY OF LOON FLIGHTS

IDENTIFICATION LAUNCHING MID-COURSE TERMINA

8 CONFIGURATION PHASE PHASE PHASE

I . S -/-,/ .I - .--

IS 4, I,.-e/ , * / •

# "' eo C~kteCrbnao bl- S ~

/ ~A,

1-31 238 $6 5180 055 4-Jate 1. Tohit caeL t e arget 9P Good 5000 220 370 5500 Doal- 9D0 0 No
-et 2. To relay control of misl win off 

1 
n ell

2auAcher from Cusk to Cenbonero blow- from

2-1 239 492 5260 NAVC 4-jato 1. Teat NoDcuurall foel metor 9025' Good 150 210 220 1125 War- WlI = An.
abort l1nt 2. Test warhead blowoff head .ilea 10
loanchem' blw 22CP Gook

off from

3 240 88 52A0 NAM 4-Jato 1. Teat Radioplane Recovery '°P51 Good 1000 210 330 4900 Recov 3 "" *M A•rT
short long Systam under Project TED C• er from 10
launcher A3 525001 s*75 Waee I Gooc

tip I
Sam

3-13 241 1059 5310 KN C Single Jato 1. Test single Jat* launching 9°1l Satisfactory 500 210 285 4500 1a .lrs J AT

abort o configuration left wing Lead 2n"' 10
lauacher 2. T-st warhead blowoff down, blow- f,,c % Gm3. leat new nosesount configurat o nose up off Beg't

I ck;

3-21 2142 1094 055 Cook 4-Jato 1. Test electronic nose mount 90 Satinfacor 700 200 340 89M bar- -404 1tý.
short lengt 2. Test warhead blow-off nose up head -e-
launcher 3. Test McDonnell fuel meter left wing do blow.

offtr,

3-29 243 1069 5100 Ni Single Jato 1. Test EADC mingle Jato launchoe 90 Poor 900 218 330 4800 Rar- 260 EIe No
Ze t 2. Test warhead blowoff 50P nose up bead yardslaunher3. Hit geographical target 1 sq. right wing blow- 10201

mile centered on Begg Rock down off from
Be•g

la-lb-1Rock

4-5 24", 560 5100 NAC "Single Jato 1. rest single Jato launching 80551 Good 200 183 Z35 4300 117 i N" No
abort lang f configuration ten- e

- -launcher 2. Test McDonnell fuel meotr wons 21701
TIZZ• fro.

tabort loet SinleJat wrhadin

4-19 245 735 4890 MMIWC Single Jato 1. Text McDonnell fool meter 9010. Good 500 200 235 7200 ar- 4 84 A•abort ler4 2. Test warhead stabilization head[ne 10
launcher drg Chute blow. 220cl Gao

off | o.a

5-2 246 97M 5050 USS Cusk 4-Jato 1. Tea. ordnance cooponente of 9° Good 1500 235 320 4200 Sim btab No
short lengt fully fused and loaded w•rbe tan- by
launcher 2. Hit a geographical target eousVirg pla,

- - 0,- - off

5-2 247 975 5070 USS Cusk Single Jato 1. Test singl,, JAto launching 90 Goe 11000 226 3-D 5100 45 Non
short lengt o•ntigurAt. I on U88 Cusk yed G0ile" sent.
launcher 2. To relay control of the licoa wing 1219

from the CUsk to the Carbonerl wi f1oP

3. Hit geographical target 100 blow- from
Miles bearing 2250r from XU7, off NA

N-U 248 982 NIIC Single Jato 1. Test ausers gyro servo 9040, 3ood 800 210 315 5800 Simul .68 None
short longt, stabilization and concrol I tan- sil~s sent 1AS~launc:her sy•eus 232-fa

Iwing from at
blow- 1 i'3•Ci tir

Lf



TABLE I

SUMMARY OF LOON FLIGHTS

LAUNCHING MDCOURSE TERMINAL ELECTRONICS GENERAL
PHASE PHASE PHASE

4?

A.A Ar a,
'Jr 44r

& a Good 1000 220 0 37 a0 90 U*S So Good -vlll~td -. pitch and Yow. CaLSM

yad Nil Car aid CArboom beacon to fail. Beacon failure precludedo si 224• oneV 5-i. at UATC hitting target.
bblw from AP1N-3.3 "gema

__ off Bj t.• rack to 25

fuel metor 9P251 Good 70 210 2, ia-10 AV!- Good 615B-.584 at NAXV New altitudie record. iierbead blowoff
ml head 10 ý-3&B Oon satisfactory.

b~m 220PI Good Good track
off from

F5covery ?251 Good 1000 210 330 4900 Recoa 3 &I SAM A3- Good SV-4 at NAAVC on Recovery system consisted of 1 parebrake, 3
Ject TED ICC ery from 10 chase plane parachutes and 2 flotation bags. gyate corked

--et faoy st er Ibt Good None in siýsle as planned except that prachutes faledt
ip strueaturafy.

md _ _ _ _ - M

to launching 9°fl Satisfactory 500 210 285 4500 War- 1" "' N AX- Good 615B-584 at RM9I Tow speed believed caUoed by iro* 1 r fuel Meter
left wing head 21001 10 APH-33 Beacon setting.

off down, b from Good Good track
unt configurae nose up off Begg

hock

nose m 90 Satisfactory 700 200 340 8900 war- 104 AM No Good SV-4 at NUau All objectives achieved. Low sensitivity of
blow-off nose up head miles to 76 SV-1 on Cask receiver prevented control beyond 76 mis from

0 fuel metor left wing ol bow- 160 iles APN-33k BeKcon Cask.
off from Good track

'a Jato laurbhe: 90 Poor 900 218 330 4W00 fair- 2600 No Good 515B-5894 at NAkI hader plot eihibited excessive fluctuations in
* Off 500 Wose up head yards ApB-33 Beacon aiimuth and prevented accurate determination of"al target 1 s*. right wing blow- 10207 Good track dump point.

on Begg Rock down off f.OO
o Be"g

______________I I____ B ock I_______________________

to launching 0551 Good 200 183 235 4300 S 117 NAM 3o Good 615B-584 at IAAW conmnell fuel neter apparently set too l.an.
fWe lail• APN-33Beacon

S fuel meter 010 2170 Good track
0 wing from

fuel meter 90106 Good 500 200 235 7200 ar- 84 BA= AXT- Good 615B-584 at NHUI i•cornell fuel meter ast too lean. *>tmbilibatior
~stabilizaoion bead %ilea 10 AEN-33 Beacon1 chute failed to prevent tumbling of warhead.

b blow- 220°. Good God tracki0 off from

c~aponents of 9C Good 1500 035 i20 4200 Siva Ntan . o Negativ SV-] on inS C"sk Missle failed to reenoon to control commands.
loaded warhbw tan- by SV-c. a. HAI= Beliered to have been caused by low receiver
el target oeonts o ALI-33A Beacon sensltivity. Warhead did not detonate.

iwing pla Good treck
blow.

F/a l~~chnif9° I ""

Slaunching 90 Good 1000 726 350 5100 5al- 45 None No Good 3V-1 on Cunk and Autopilot failure caused zinsile to crash at
on te Ckyd ile sent Carbonero range of 45 ziles.S •ol of the aleci

to the CarBonerc wing bV-4 at NALTC
iAal target 100 bo- Lrow AN-33A beaton

A 225°T fr N• off NAM Good track

gyro servo 840' Good 800 10 315 580 Smul 68 Aone - Goi 615B-564 at 8NA After early erratic flight, the missile stabilized

and control tan- ilo sent IA APN-33 neacon and flew satiafact,.ily. Missile exhibited high
eous ;-28 foi Good track maneuverability b, t would not hold straight
wing fro a at 1. course without coomande.
blow- AiC sIS~off

37
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF LOON FLIGHTS

IDENTIFICATION MID-COURSE TERMINAL
8 CONFIGURATION PHASE PHASE PHASE

A.~ q

0*

5.,4 29 =6 51D Us4jao 1 i gorpi tre 9P Go d 100•0 21 .320 1- 1, US N

Cabo neo m ile centered on Sags Rook head a • b-

short 0aw h 2. To assist In oertoon of blow- 305o oo
blanler sp.ea rdaernd C85 oquip- off from

6h. t aboard US S; iLn. et hock

648 2520 106a 51050 CX Single Jato I. Teet MrDonnel Ifel toter e°•0 Good 1ar- 2 mil, None ANT- b
short 2: et whead b owoff head izom sent 0 a
len gth b Nowl Tt C Good

lncher off

IAI
6ýXL 252 746 5110 KA short sng~le joto I. Test Vc•ca . fuel voter 90 Good U4 )A

2Lr• Tet To t' 11Cuwof 500 2160 25200 ear- dlso Good

length 2.a 2e6wredblwf lw 0T

launcher 100 bIva Awe•

5U•0 =• C= 1t. Test rn I guidancea Good J8000 220 0 300• ar- 130 tond ic

6-28 252. 1016 5022! so Single Tato 1.a Alwst artac 0 -,snelftsn

shr drt Blow- •o -

leghoff Pc too

I. cberb configur'ati,',, I ,ak

.1 25 .. u control from 9 liar. sNt
7 -109 25 ,.r lt %ar3 Cx' to S at isfa cto~r 8 W0 2 40 3 60 5900 he ad 411 to1 I -

short 2. Teat warhead blowoanc 7670 1 0I No

length 2. Tint a Corekpedoal trint 3g fro ne

laonr 100 
hl 

haring 22 no" UP CI-
from MtAKC 

5L 1

5-20 25 , 1071 3050 e s1ot Single Jato 1. Tt Troac3T I -JIrtCo Satisfactory 80 230 35 4300 8l 130 tan& 10 N

a)ngtn syst al 9l 20' 11K wi•g Go Gn d
256j~w1 C down blow frow Gon-

off o trla

crla

1sl 2 tU so 0,

8-46 255 ?22 5090 US1 C2SK Single Jeto 1. Test Trounce I cuidance9ts of7 217 2 !one

CA J=i Jtoflyte ndlae 90 Good 00 210 320 7020 log ee Cae-

short syshemd0 blow-20 hout

lenth 2. Train Cuk personnel ta 1.ffrowm

launcher 
|nr n ok

Fai ur Tr-
4
n 500o~ Nonenne AZT -

0.31 256 0 57 RAWCe Single jator 1, Toot J-3 T u idao a 9P wot:0 2 5 30 isng 93d se nti 1.0 a5b01• • sot cy•#e• l, ~t ..* 450 noowa 9 l oplu, mule GfO oa. ,

"!©5nMlertb engin intallation• ad set 1

leungthe blow- fro2

leunoI off herI
8-3 0 2 ,57 228 51 60 1 0 1B 3 20 570t wingm c mileszda C ar-=• 2

CAMAMW 4 ato fullyfusedand lo oded 90 Good 1.00 210 blow 22/00 bo ust.e oCx-

length 2. Pit a geograph target 1 sq. Beg

launcer &U centered an• BW Roo.k

8-32abot ar•t"t 450 nose up win ilse.. Goo

-,'-o 2___Te

-38



TABLE I

SUMMARY OF LOONI FLIGHTS

LAUNCHING MID-COURSE TER~MINALELCRN S
PHASE PHASE P~HASEELCRN SG NRA

Aa

9PUSS 1, Good SV I at KkC All objectives achieved.bead. a20 1ile Carb- IY on Cs _ ___
blw3051y onerclpia

off fromtoe trac

8050' Good Var- I ail, None] ANT- done 615B1-584 at HUle crash caused by personnel error. Cotter pins
hoed f.-cm senti 10 attexp* APd-33 beacon left out of control rod hinge pins. Hinge p~in
blow-NAUTC Good ed "ood track on elevator shaken oat by vibration.
offIII

An.- 6i9-584 at Poor performance canned by VcDonnell fuel inter
90 Good 13 A Goed KA~im whicb apparently changed bosie setting.

500 210 225 8200 War- Imse jiU3 Goacd
heed 6~PGood track

Ble-.

90 Good 1000 220 220 WOO War- 1s morn No Good ST-1 an Cook Autopilot failure precluded acccepiiciucnt of
head 1e" tot only 1 ST-I. at X&Me objective No. 1.
Blew of Comand AP-33L beacom
off rce eamt

=sk Good track
war 3 gaoivo SV-1 onCa an MVioae failed to respond to aq control ommand

Satisfactory S00 240 360 15900 heed e U noa w Caa-bonwer from ewW etation.
Binkao noi SV-4 at NAJ1G

300 off rom i:e I.1W-334 beacon
no"eup ocimdI Good track_____

Satt factoni 8W0 230 3t.ý 4300 Sl 130 Stand, 10 Good ST-i on Cuek Trounce I control system. Twenty s*ven commod"
90 20o left virg asb Good A1N-33i beacon euceas~fully transmitted.

wing dean blow _0 TGon-
off ontrol Good track

Do- 12 Ione So Nome ST-S at SMMI Poptaieon system failure prevented ottairsot of
go Good 700 217 2a17 2600 le s se ent sent ST-i an Cusk objective No. 1

Wing from j AIII-3.U beacon
hi Cuwk

all Good track

9o Fiour" 81w 50 None ku- Ilona ST-I. at N&1WC Missile assumxed 750 attiteale at separation. It
wing yad sent io cent reco'verod but low speed canned it to crash.
blcmw frce Good hill-33M beacon
off iaunl~barI_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Slmulý 2 I 5S No Good ST-i on Carbonsr FCerbonsro unable to track beacon due to exoceesive
90 Good L00 210 320 5700 sing cle ".r-l ST-I. at "AIG frequency spread., Cocmmands cent at suggeatica of

blow- 22V0T boam'o SAW.C
off from API-33M bae=o warhead detonated at impact.

N~egg Good~ track _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

90~~~r Poo 100 355A0A-Go ST-/. at HAMIC ftoe2lent flight In &31 reepects

450 noe* up wigmiles Good hiI-33A. beacon
blow- 2200?
off from Good trark
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TAKLE I I

SUMMARY OF C0O4POENT PERFORMANCE

F qO illR"W MISSILE OMICKT XHI TELE-2 AJO PRlo- EQUIP.
D' ATE RI4NEW NUMBER LAUNCH LMICH It*ACONI1 METER NOD PILOT DUMP PUL$10• FAILURZ REMANIS

S12 JAN 202 903 OK - OX OK DK OK OK OK USS CUSK

16 JAN 203 227 - OK O O OK OK OK OK

16 JA. 200 1199 OK - 0 O 00 - OK - OK MISSILE USS NORTON
FAILED TO SOUND
TURN LATE~1 INf!IGHT

7FES 205 116 OK OK OK NO DUMP
I 

ATTEMPTED

28 FEM 206 792 OK - I O - OK OK OK OK USS AUSC

A8 FEB 607 2 07 X .. - 0 USS CUSK

28 FEB 208 21 OK -0 OK - OK O DELAY TIMERI FAI LUttE

22 MAR Y 09 1200 OK - - OEK O OK O USS CUSE

28MAR 218 1 - - - K SEPACTUATEDPREMATURELY'"

12 APR 211 -00N OK - OD EV O OK USS CUSK

12 APR 212 6178 OK - OK - O OK OK OK ,USR USK

M1AY 213 1107 - O OK - OK Ox OK OK

1550Y 212 890 O0 - -X OK O OK OK USS CUSK

1 8SAY 215 639 OK - OK -TOK OK OK - USS USK

17 MAY 216 992 OX - OK - 0% OK OK OK USS
CARBONERO

a juC 217 108 OK - OK 00ý 0 0K OK OK

1 0 JUN 218 1080 OX- - -S0PARATII DEVICDE

22 JUN 219 1078 OK - X - OK OK OK SS
CARBONERO

22 JUN 220 690 0 O 00 - OK OK OK O

SPECIAL28 JUL 221 242 OK OK OX OK OK OK AUTOPI LOT
CONFIGURATION

'9 /JG 222 1064, - OK GK - OK X OK OK

1I SEP 223U 250 OK DYN - OK OK OK OK USS CUSK

00 SECP 224F 636 - TELEM TR- ENGTT T CUT-OFF PIN

12 OCT 226 945 OX OX OK OK OK OK USS
FCARRONERO

le OCT 2?7 1031 Ov X OK OK OK OX X

I NOV 228 96ý OK - OK -D-MMY
MISSILE

S1 DEC 229 887 O OK - OK OK OK O OK Us$

3I .CE N CARBONERO

I DEC 23 •IoSoS OK - OK A I

2 DEC 2_ 1 995 OXK X Uss
CARBONERO

I DEC 232 1066 X -

15 DEC 2" 102a OK 01OX OK OK OK OX OX

15 DEC 234 950 OK - OK OK ox OK OK USS
-- . ,CARBON ERO

X FAILURE NOTES.

- NO TRIAL
1. INCLUDES BEACON, DYNAMOTOR, AND ANTENNAS.

OK SUCCESSF'UL 2. INCLUDES TELEMETRIC TRANSMITTER, BATTERY PACA, END INS-RUI4ENTS,

AND) ANTENNA.

3. INCLUDES RECEIVER. CONTROL RELAY BOX. COMPUTER AND ANTENNA.

4. INCLUDES AUTOPILOT. SERVOMOTORS, CONTROL SURFACES AND LINKAGES.

AMD AIR SYSTEM.



TABLE I I

SUI4MARY OF COMPOIIENT PERFORMANCESr I MISC.

SS FIRING HIMIILE 10CKET 341 TLE.-
2  

AUTO.- PRO- .JUI P.
"it1 NUMBE wimp LAIMC LMINCK iEACOALIO ETIER INEE0 PILOT DUMIP PULSION FAILURE REMNIKS

31 MAR 172 1002 - ON ON X OR - OR SUMNERS
AUTOPI LOT

20 AtO T 173 1051 - ON OX ON ON X ON

21 APR 174 614 ON - OX - ON ON ON X TWO-JATO
LAUNCHING

26 APR 175 599 ON - X - OX ON OX ON TWO-JATO
--- ___ LAUNCHING

SOMAY 176 1074 - ON OR OR O OX K OR O

S19E MAY 117 1046 ON - ON - ON ON ON ON USS CARBONERO

2 JUN 178 734 ON - OR - 01 Ox OX ON USS CARUONERO

14 J04 17" $90 0ON ON OX OR ON 01, USS CARBONER0

20 JUN I8O 243 - -R-

29 JUN 181 597 OR - - - OX OX PROBABLE
BATTERY USS CARN ERO"I FAILURE

1.5 JUL A3 1061 - ON ON ON OX - ON SUMMERSI AUTOPI LOT

S2I JUL 1N'* 742 - OX OX ON OR ON ON x S

S5.-AUG Ls 244 OK - - - USS NORTON
SOUND - NO

DATA AVAILABLE

O9AvG 166 534 - OX ON OX OR X ON
,26, .AG 107 1067 OX - OX OK OX OK OR USS CUSK-.J AUr 1 B OR ON ON ON ON ON US CS

A'm inS 821 OX OX OX OX U ON USS CARBONERO

265sEP i 36 - OK - ON - - x
al-SEP 190 770 OK - OX - OR ON ON OX USS CARBONERO

29• " 191 776 OR - OX - OR X - ON STRUCTURAL
FAILURE OF
RIGHT WING USS CUSX

•,• SPAR

3foCT 192 256 OX OX ON OX OXI ON OX SA
1OCT 1"3 249 OK O JK ON x OX USS NORTON

SOUND

31-0Cr 119 592 OK N OR OX OX ON - - USS CUSK

AHOY 195 246 - OK X OX OX OX OX OX

I7 OY 196 640 x -. .. . USS CUSX

7 NOV 197 535 OR - OX OX ON OX OR ON USS CARBONERO
8 0ov 19• 814 - OX - - - OR - ON DELAY TIMER

___FAILURE
5 DEC 199 935 - ON - - - STRUCTURAI

FAILURE

9 DEC 200 230 OR - OX - OR OX OR O-

21 DEC 201 1075- XO OR OX ON FAILURE OF
ONE JATO ,

X FAILURE NOTES:

- NO TRIAL
1. INCLUDES BEACON, DYNAMOTOR. AND ANTENNAS.

OON SUCCESSFUL 2. INCLUDES TELEMETRIC TRANSMITTER, BATTERY PACK, END INSTRUMENTS,

AND ANT¶HNA.
3. INCLUDES RECEIVER. CONTROL RELAY BOX. COMPUTER AND ANTENNA. i4. JNCLUDES AUTOPILOT. SERVOMOTORS, CONTROL SURFACES AND LINKAGES.

AND AIR SYSTEM.

.Jj
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TABLE II

bU NARY OF COMPONEN1 PERFORMANCE

£951 FIRING MISSILE ROCKET XI BC TELE-2  AuTO-4  PRO- EQUIP.
OATE WINISER HNllER LAUNCHI LAUNCH ECN HMER R1CO PILOT DUMP PULSIONI FAILURE REMARKS

4 JAN 235 638 ON - O - O0 ON O OK Uss CUSK

15 JAN 236 793 OK - X OK OK - OK OK SUTMERSAUTOVlLOT

30 JAN 237 1048 OK - OK - OK OK OR O GSS

_I .. CARBONERO

31 JAN 238 826 O - O - O X 0K OK USS CUSK

1 FEB 239 892 OK - 0x OK OK OK OK OK
MA R06 O 6RAOIOPLAIIE
M8 AR 240 882 ON - OK OK OK OK OK RECOVERY

I' I SYSTEM

1 3MAR 241 1059 OK - OK O OK O0 OK OK

21 MAR 242 1094 W6 - 01 - X OK OK O USS cOUSKS29 MAR 283 1069 O - O - OK OK OK OK

5 API 244 560 O0 - OK - OK OK O O

19 APR 245 7ý5 O - OK OK OK O O O

2 MAY 246 977 OK - OK X O O 0 Ox USS CUSK

2 MAY 207 975 OK - 0' - OK X - OK USS CUSK

14 MAY 248 982 OK - Ok X OK - - O SUIMERS
.__ AUTOPILOT

29 MAY 249 1036 O - OK - 00 OK OK OK USS
CARBONERO

31 MAY 250 1068 OK -. . .

21 JUN 251 746 ON - OK O OK 0,MCDONNELL
FUEt METER

28 JUN 252 622 OK - OK - -- - SS CUSK

I TROUNCE I

18 JUL 253 1173 O0 O X 00 - OK OUSS
CARBONERO

20 JUL 254 1071 O - OK OK - OK OK O TROUNCE I

16 AUG 255 772 OK - O - - 0 - X USS CUSK
,-,_ __ _ TROUNCE I

22 AUG 216 £,. X - OK -.. . J- 30
- -TURBOJET

I 05
30AU0 257 2 Ox - OK O O O OK y ONERO

31 AUG 258 503 OK - OK OK - OK OK OK TROUNCE I

X FAILURE NOTES:

1. INCLUDES BEACON. DYNAMOTOR, AND ANTENNAS.
UK SUCCESSFUL 2. INCLUDES TELEMETRIC TRANSMITTER, 8ATTEV PALK, END INSTRUMENTS,

AND ANTENNA.

3. INCLUDES RECEIVER, CONTROL RELAY BOX, COMPU1ER, AND ANTENNA. ..
4. INCLUDES AUTOPILOT, SERVOMOTORS CONTROL SURFACES AND LI.KAGES,

AND AIR SYSTEM.

"It
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TABLE III

SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY

PER CENT
PIR cI i.IMILITY RIfflED

ATTEMPTS WUCCEIUI•M MELMILITY I RIPEIriCE U1

JATO LAUNCHINGS 68 63 92.6 94

XMI-1 LAUNCHINGS 18 J7 94.5 96

BEACON 1 68 62 91.2 NOT REPORTED

TELEMETER 2 30 28 93.3 97

RECEIVER 3 63 60 95.3 NOT REPORTED

AU70OPILOT 67 60 89.5 91.0

DUMP SYSTEM 55 51 92.7 90.5

PROPULSION SYSTEM 69 64 92.7 92.0

NOTES:

1. INCLUDES BEACON, DYNAMOTOR, AND ANTENNAS.
2, INCLUDES rELEMETRIC TRANSMITTER, BATTERY PACK, END INSTRUMENTS.

AND ANTENNA.

3. INCLUDES RECEIVER. CONTROL RELAY BOX. COMPUTER AND ANTENNA.

4. INCLUDES AUTOPILOT, SERVOMOTORS, CONTROL SURFACES AND LINKAGES,
AND AIR SYSTEM.

4
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Fig. 3. XMI Catapalt With LOON in Launching Positton.

Fig. 4. Rolling Ramp Showing LOON and Four-J4TO Launching Sled
Immediately After Igntttwn.
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Fig. 5. LOON in Launch ing P')s~tton on NADO Zero-Length Launcher.

Fig. 6. LOON in Lau~nch ing Position on NAMTC Short-Length Launcher.
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Fig. 7. Launching Installation on Deck of USS CUSK.
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Fi~g. 8. USS CARBONERO Short-Length Launcher.
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Omni-.dircionali Duatl Polycone

Wtng-tip Polycon Quarter Have Stub

Fig. 10. Beacon Antentna Configurat ions.
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Fig. I1. AN/AKT-10 Telemeter Installation.
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WIRING DIAGRAM OF FUSING SYSTEM FOR MISSILE LTV-N-2 (LOON)

BURGESSBURGESS ARMING SWITCH
OF V.R. COUNTER

tIO~ 0
INERTIA SWITCH T9

10OD .0OIuf

47- 46-F16-FSI'- • -- F I
1i I

SI I
.J

i• ~Soo .

------ 
- - --- 

-

STBD ELECTRICALELETRICALSD ELECTRICALICA

FUZE T74E3 NOSE SWITCH TS FUZE T7'4E3

Fig. 12. Schematic Diagram of LOON Warhead-Detonating System.
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Fig. 15. Original Electronics Nose Mount.
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Fzg. 16, Modified Electronics Nose Mount.
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Fig. 18. McDonnell V-2 Altitude-Coapensated Fuel Meter Ins tallet ion.
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Fig. 19. LOON With J-30 Turbojet F.-gne Installation.
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ýW NO0

Fig. 20. Miss ile and Warhead Immediately After Receipt of
"Dump" Command.
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